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Activity: Matching

This is a make and play matching activity.

Materials: You will need about 10-12 snack cups all the same size. If using clear cups use a cupcake baking cup, so that no one can see what is inside the cup. Glue for gluing objects into the cups. Various materials to glue inside the cups that you might find around your house just make sure to have two of the same kind.

Instructions: Take each cup and put a cupcake cup inside each jar. Glue two of kind types of objects and materials you can find around your house.

Target areas: Matching are early math skills that help children learn classification of objects. Matching can also build on areas of concentration, and even help with vocabulary building. For our students with visual impairments matching is important because it helps build visual memory skills and increases attention to detail. For our students with little to no vision matching is still a very important skill that can increase tactual skills needed for braille.